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Photon-photon collisions are investigated in the framework of the two-component dual parton model. The
model contains contributions from direct, resolved soft, and resolved hard interactions. All free parameters
of the model are determined in fits to hadron-hadron and photon-hadron cross section data. The model is
shown to agree well with hadron production data from hadron-hadron and photon-hadron collisions.
The multiparticle production in hadron-hadron, photon-hadron, and photon-photon collisions as predicted
by the model is compared. Strong differences are only found as a function of the transverse momentum
variable. The hadron production in photon-photon collisions at present and future electron-positron colliders
is studied using photon spectra according to bremsstrahlung, beamstrahlung, and backscattered laser radiation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The photon, in its high-energy interactions with hadrons,
behaves very much like a hadron, however, with cross sec-
tions reduced strongly against purely hadronic cross sections.
In addition to this soft hadronic interaction, usually described
using the vector dominance model ~VDM!, the photon has a
direct ~QED! pointlike interaction with the hadronic constitu-
ents and it has a resolved hard interaction between its had-
ronic constituents and the hadronic constituents of the target.
At moderate energies these hard interactions of the photons
do not change significantly some of the minimum bias prop-
erties of photon-hadron and photon-photon interactions, such
as, for example, the average multiplicities or pseudorapidity
distributions. This is often forgotten if only the hard part of
the photon interaction is discussed. Of course, these hard
interactions dominate transverse momentum distributions of
produced hadrons and jets. Even at high energies, hadronic
interactions of photons are characterized by soft multiparticle
production. Since the soft component of hadron production
cannot be understood purely on the basis of perturbative
QCD, one has to rely on models to calculate the multiparticle
final states. The dual parton model ~DPM! ~a recent review is
given in Ref. @1#! has been very successfully describing soft
hadronic processes in hadron-hadron collisions. Observa-
tions such as rapidity plateaus and average transverse mo-
menta rising with energy, Koba-Nielsen-Olesen ~KNO! scal-
ing violation, transverse momentum-multiplicity
correlations, and minijets pointed out that soft and hard pro-
cesses are closely related. These properties were understood
within the two-component dual parton model for hadron-
hadron interactions by Aurenche et al. @2–8#.

Assuming a universal behavior of soft hadronic interac-
tions, it is possible to extend the dual parton model to had-
ronic interactions involving photons. The first studies of
photon-hadron interactions in the framework of the two-
component dual parton model were done by Engel @9–11#.
This reaction was studied within other models by various
authors; one example is the work by Schuler and Sjöstrand
@12,13# which is also available within the event generator
PYTHIA @14#.
Here we apply the model described in @9,11# to the study

of hadronic photon-photon interactions. In Sec. II we give a
brief introduction to the dual parton model used to describe
photon-hadron and photon-photon collisions; a complete ac-
count of the model can be found in @9,11#. An overview of
the model realization in the Monte Carlo event generator
PHOJET is given. We study with PHOJET hadron-hadron and
photon-hadron collisions and compare to data in Sec. III. In
Sec. IV we compare the properties of minimum-bias hadron
production as calculated with PHOJET in hadron-hadron,
photon-hadron, and photon-photon collisions. In Sec. V we
discuss the properties of hadron production via photon-
photon collisions at present and future electron-positron col-
liders. A summary is given in Sec. VI.

II. EVENT GENERATOR PHOJET

The realization of the dual parton model with a hard and a
soft component in PHOJET is similar to the event generator
DTUJET-93 @2,8# simulating p-p and p-p collisions up to very
high energies. In the following, we restrict our discussion of
the model to the basic ideas rather than giving the complete
expressions for all the formulas and quantities entering the
model. More detailed descriptions of the model are given in
@9,11#.
In the model, the dual nature of the photon is taken into

account by considering the physical photon state as a super-
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Abstract. The cross sections for the production of hadrons
in quasi-real photon-photon collisions in proton-proton and
heavy ion interactions are compared with the corresponding
cross sections for central diffraction and for photon-pomeron
collisions. The signatures, heavy ions or protons with only
slightly changed momenta together with two large rapidity
gaps and a cluster of produced hadrons in the central region,
are nearly identical in all three processes. Therefore, it will
be rather difficult to distinguish the reactions experimentally.
It is found, that central diffraction is the dominant process
in collisions of protons, light and medium-heavy ions. The
photon-pomeron and photon-photon processes have quite
similar cross sections in collisions of heavy ions like lead.

1 Introduction

Double-photon exchange as well as double-pomeron ex-
change and photon-pomeron reactions are characterized by
large rapidity gaps separating the remnants of the colliding
hadrons or heavy ions from the particles produced in the
central rapidity region. This feature is likely to give a con-
siderable reduction of the background to the studied reaction.

Photon-photon collisions in proton-proton or heavy ion
reactions have been discussed repeatedly [1–5] as a very
attractive reaction channel. Processes studied include Higgs
production [6–10] and production of SUSY particles [9, 11].
Also the ALICE Collaboration discusses this option for the
heavy ion experiment at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
of CERN [12].

Central diffraction (CD) and especially hard central dif-
fraction is recognized as an interesting new reaction channel
at future hadron and heavy ion colliders at least since the
first model for diffractive hard scattering due to Ingelman
and Schlein [13] and the pioneering experiment of the UA8
Collaboration [14, 15]. For example, Higgs production in
this channel was discussed in [16–19] and the production
of heavy flavors was studied in [20–23]. The resonance and
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glueball production in photon-photon collisions and in cen-
tral diffraction was compared in [24, 25].

Here we will discuss both processes and in addition
photon-pomeron collisions for the same reactions in the
framework of the two-component Dual Parton Model (DPM)
[26, 27, 28] and in particular in the version as implemented
in the DPM event generator Phojet [29, 30]. We restrict
the paper to the calculation of cross sections for hadron pro-
duction in the three processes, in a later step we might ex-
tend the calculation to cross sections for heavy flavor or new
particle production.

Hadronic photon-photon collisions within this frame-
work were already studied and compared to data in a recent
paper by Engel and Ranft [30] mainly for photon-photon col-
lisions at electron-positron colliders. Here we report about
the extension of the Phojet model to photon fluxes as ex-
pected at proton-proton and heavy ion colliders.

Hard diffraction within the two-component DPM was
first studied and compared to UA8 data and data from HERA
by Engel et al. [31]. In the present paper we will calculate
central diffraction cross sections as well as photon-pomeron
cross sections for proton-proton and heavy ion collisions.
Using these cross sections we compare basic features of the
three reactions, double-pomeron, double-photon and photon-
pomeron interactions at proton-proton and heavy ion col-
liders, which have very similar experimental signatures. A
second more detailed study of particle production in double-
pomeron and double-photon scattering, also using the Pho-

jet event generator will be published soon [32].
In Sect. 2 we describe the models used. Section 3 gives a

detailed comparison of the cross sections and hadron distri-
butions expected in the three channels. A summary is given
in Sect. 4 and in the Appendix we collect all the details about
photon flux calculations in heavy ion reactions as used in this
paper.

2 The models

2.1 The event generator Phojet

The realization of the DPM with a soft and a hard component
in Phojet is similar to the event generatorDtujet-93 [27,
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Abstract. In the framework of the Dual Parton Model an 
approximation scheme to describe high energy photo- 
production processes is presented. Based on the dis- 
tinction between direct, resolved soft, and resolved hard 
interaction processes we construct effective impact para- 
meter amplitudes. In order to treat low mass diffraction 
within the eikonal formalism in a consistent way a phe- 
nomenological ansatz is proposed. The free parameters of 
the model are determined by fits to high energy hadro- 
and photoproduction cross sections. We calculate the 
partial photoproduction cross sections and discuss predic- 
tions of the model at HERA energies. Using hadro- and 
photoproduction data together, the uncertainties of the 
model predictions are strongly reduced. 

1 Introduction 

The HERA collider allows the investigation of photo- 
production processes at much higher energies than pre- 
viously possible. In this new energy range, soft particle 
production is strongly connected to hard scattering pro- 
cesses resulting in minijets. Several attempts have been 
made to understand photoproduction at HERA in these 
terms [1 6]. Although a number of models designed to 
give an almost complete description of photoproduction 
processes are described in the literature [7-11], a model 
based on the Dual Parton Model (DPM) has as yet not 
been presented. It is worthwhile investigating the predic- 
tions of this model for the following reasons. 

Within the framework of the DPM (for a recent review 
see [12]) one can calculate both elastic processes (i.e. cross 
sections) and inelastic processes (i.e. multiparticle produc- 
tion) in a consistent way. The model relates the free 
parameters necessary to describe the cross sections dir- 
ectly to multiparticle production. Furthermore, the D P M  
connects both soft and hard subprocesses by an unitariz- 
ation scheme. This unified treatment of soft and hard 
processes is necessary because of the rapid increase of the 
minijet contribution at higher collision energies. Previous 

studies have shown that the D P M  successfully describes 
most features of high energy hadronic processes, for 
example the violation of Feynman scaling, the rise of the 
central rapidity plateau, long range correlations, violation 
of Koba-Nielsen-Olesen scaling, and multiplicity-trans- 
verse momentum correlations. 

Furthermore, we want to emphasize that diffraction 
plays an important role in inelastic photoproduction pro- 
cesses. This follows from the fact that the main contribu- 
tion to photon-hadron scattering at low momentum 
transfer results from processes where the photon couples 
directly to virtual qO-states. Therefore, elastic and inelastic 
corrections to the Born amplitude implied by unitarity 
cannot be neglected. In order to take these corrections 
into account we use a two-channel eikonal model to 
approximate low and high mass diffraction [13]. In this 
scheme we can describe the essential features of photo- 
production while keeping the number of free parameters 
as small as possible. 

Using the assumptions of the Dual Parton Model, 
a detailed model of both elastic and inelastic photo- 
production processes is presented. Within this model, pro- 
cesses involving soft and hard interactions are considered. 
Furthermore, a self-consistent approximation giving effec- 
tive amplitudes for elastic and inelastic photoproduction 
cross sections is discussed. The free parameters of the 
model are determined by a fit to hadro- and photoproduc- 
tion data and predictions for the partial cross sections at 
HERA energies are given. In a forthcoming paper 1-14], 
these amplitudes will be used in a Monte-Carlo event 
generator to investigate the model predictions for multi- 
particle production. 

The outline of this paper is as follows. In Sect. 2 we 
discuss the resolved and direct interactions of photons 
with hadronic matter. In Sect. 3 we present a general 
phenomenological treatment of low and high mass diffrac- 
tion within the eikonal approximation. Based on the typi- 
cal interaction processes and the assumptions of the Dual 
Parton Model, we construct, in Sect. 4, an effective impact 
parameter amplitude to describe photoproduction. In 
Sect. 5 we determine the free parameters of the model by 
fits to high energy hadro- and photoproduction cross 
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I. INTRODUCTION

The photon, in its high-energy interactions with hadrons,
behaves very much like a hadron, however, with cross sec-
tions reduced strongly against purely hadronic cross sections.
In addition to this soft hadronic interaction, usually described
using the vector dominance model ~VDM!, the photon has a
direct ~QED! pointlike interaction with the hadronic constitu-
ents and it has a resolved hard interaction between its had-
ronic constituents and the hadronic constituents of the target.
At moderate energies these hard interactions of the photons
do not change significantly some of the minimum bias prop-
erties of photon-hadron and photon-photon interactions, such
as, for example, the average multiplicities or pseudorapidity
distributions. This is often forgotten if only the hard part of
the photon interaction is discussed. Of course, these hard
interactions dominate transverse momentum distributions of
produced hadrons and jets. Even at high energies, hadronic
interactions of photons are characterized by soft multiparticle
production. Since the soft component of hadron production
cannot be understood purely on the basis of perturbative
QCD, one has to rely on models to calculate the multiparticle
final states. The dual parton model ~DPM! ~a recent review is
given in Ref. @1#! has been very successfully describing soft
hadronic processes in hadron-hadron collisions. Observa-
tions such as rapidity plateaus and average transverse mo-
menta rising with energy, Koba-Nielsen-Olesen ~KNO! scal-
ing violation, transverse momentum-multiplicity
correlations, and minijets pointed out that soft and hard pro-
cesses are closely related. These properties were understood
within the two-component dual parton model for hadron-
hadron interactions by Aurenche et al. @2–8#.

Assuming a universal behavior of soft hadronic interac-
tions, it is possible to extend the dual parton model to had-
ronic interactions involving photons. The first studies of
photon-hadron interactions in the framework of the two-
component dual parton model were done by Engel @9–11#.
This reaction was studied within other models by various
authors; one example is the work by Schuler and Sjöstrand
@12,13# which is also available within the event generator
PYTHIA @14#.
Here we apply the model described in @9,11# to the study

of hadronic photon-photon interactions. In Sec. II we give a
brief introduction to the dual parton model used to describe
photon-hadron and photon-photon collisions; a complete ac-
count of the model can be found in @9,11#. An overview of
the model realization in the Monte Carlo event generator
PHOJET is given. We study with PHOJET hadron-hadron and
photon-hadron collisions and compare to data in Sec. III. In
Sec. IV we compare the properties of minimum-bias hadron
production as calculated with PHOJET in hadron-hadron,
photon-hadron, and photon-photon collisions. In Sec. V we
discuss the properties of hadron production via photon-
photon collisions at present and future electron-positron col-
liders. A summary is given in Sec. VI.

II. EVENT GENERATOR PHOJET

The realization of the dual parton model with a hard and a
soft component in PHOJET is similar to the event generator
DTUJET-93 @2,8# simulating p-p and p-p collisions up to very
high energies. In the following, we restrict our discussion of
the model to the basic ideas rather than giving the complete
expressions for all the formulas and quantities entering the
model. More detailed descriptions of the model are given in
@9,11#.
In the model, the dual nature of the photon is taken into

account by considering the physical photon state as a super-
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Abstract. The cross sections for the production of hadrons
in quasi-real photon-photon collisions in proton-proton and
heavy ion interactions are compared with the corresponding
cross sections for central diffraction and for photon-pomeron
collisions. The signatures, heavy ions or protons with only
slightly changed momenta together with two large rapidity
gaps and a cluster of produced hadrons in the central region,
are nearly identical in all three processes. Therefore, it will
be rather difficult to distinguish the reactions experimentally.
It is found, that central diffraction is the dominant process
in collisions of protons, light and medium-heavy ions. The
photon-pomeron and photon-photon processes have quite
similar cross sections in collisions of heavy ions like lead.

1 Introduction

Double-photon exchange as well as double-pomeron ex-
change and photon-pomeron reactions are characterized by
large rapidity gaps separating the remnants of the colliding
hadrons or heavy ions from the particles produced in the
central rapidity region. This feature is likely to give a con-
siderable reduction of the background to the studied reaction.

Photon-photon collisions in proton-proton or heavy ion
reactions have been discussed repeatedly [1–5] as a very
attractive reaction channel. Processes studied include Higgs
production [6–10] and production of SUSY particles [9, 11].
Also the ALICE Collaboration discusses this option for the
heavy ion experiment at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
of CERN [12].

Central diffraction (CD) and especially hard central dif-
fraction is recognized as an interesting new reaction channel
at future hadron and heavy ion colliders at least since the
first model for diffractive hard scattering due to Ingelman
and Schlein [13] and the pioneering experiment of the UA8
Collaboration [14, 15]. For example, Higgs production in
this channel was discussed in [16–19] and the production
of heavy flavors was studied in [20–23]. The resonance and
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glueball production in photon-photon collisions and in cen-
tral diffraction was compared in [24, 25].

Here we will discuss both processes and in addition
photon-pomeron collisions for the same reactions in the
framework of the two-component Dual Parton Model (DPM)
[26, 27, 28] and in particular in the version as implemented
in the DPM event generator Phojet [29, 30]. We restrict
the paper to the calculation of cross sections for hadron pro-
duction in the three processes, in a later step we might ex-
tend the calculation to cross sections for heavy flavor or new
particle production.

Hadronic photon-photon collisions within this frame-
work were already studied and compared to data in a recent
paper by Engel and Ranft [30] mainly for photon-photon col-
lisions at electron-positron colliders. Here we report about
the extension of the Phojet model to photon fluxes as ex-
pected at proton-proton and heavy ion colliders.

Hard diffraction within the two-component DPM was
first studied and compared to UA8 data and data from HERA
by Engel et al. [31]. In the present paper we will calculate
central diffraction cross sections as well as photon-pomeron
cross sections for proton-proton and heavy ion collisions.
Using these cross sections we compare basic features of the
three reactions, double-pomeron, double-photon and photon-
pomeron interactions at proton-proton and heavy ion col-
liders, which have very similar experimental signatures. A
second more detailed study of particle production in double-
pomeron and double-photon scattering, also using the Pho-

jet event generator will be published soon [32].
In Sect. 2 we describe the models used. Section 3 gives a

detailed comparison of the cross sections and hadron distri-
butions expected in the three channels. A summary is given
in Sect. 4 and in the Appendix we collect all the details about
photon flux calculations in heavy ion reactions as used in this
paper.

2 The models

2.1 The event generator Phojet

The realization of the DPM with a soft and a hard component
in Phojet is similar to the event generatorDtujet-93 [27,
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Abstract. In the framework of the Dual Parton Model an 
approximation scheme to describe high energy photo- 
production processes is presented. Based on the dis- 
tinction between direct, resolved soft, and resolved hard 
interaction processes we construct effective impact para- 
meter amplitudes. In order to treat low mass diffraction 
within the eikonal formalism in a consistent way a phe- 
nomenological ansatz is proposed. The free parameters of 
the model are determined by fits to high energy hadro- 
and photoproduction cross sections. We calculate the 
partial photoproduction cross sections and discuss predic- 
tions of the model at HERA energies. Using hadro- and 
photoproduction data together, the uncertainties of the 
model predictions are strongly reduced. 

1 Introduction 

The HERA collider allows the investigation of photo- 
production processes at much higher energies than pre- 
viously possible. In this new energy range, soft particle 
production is strongly connected to hard scattering pro- 
cesses resulting in minijets. Several attempts have been 
made to understand photoproduction at HERA in these 
terms [1 6]. Although a number of models designed to 
give an almost complete description of photoproduction 
processes are described in the literature [7-11], a model 
based on the Dual Parton Model (DPM) has as yet not 
been presented. It is worthwhile investigating the predic- 
tions of this model for the following reasons. 

Within the framework of the DPM (for a recent review 
see [12]) one can calculate both elastic processes (i.e. cross 
sections) and inelastic processes (i.e. multiparticle produc- 
tion) in a consistent way. The model relates the free 
parameters necessary to describe the cross sections dir- 
ectly to multiparticle production. Furthermore, the D P M  
connects both soft and hard subprocesses by an unitariz- 
ation scheme. This unified treatment of soft and hard 
processes is necessary because of the rapid increase of the 
minijet contribution at higher collision energies. Previous 

studies have shown that the D P M  successfully describes 
most features of high energy hadronic processes, for 
example the violation of Feynman scaling, the rise of the 
central rapidity plateau, long range correlations, violation 
of Koba-Nielsen-Olesen scaling, and multiplicity-trans- 
verse momentum correlations. 

Furthermore, we want to emphasize that diffraction 
plays an important role in inelastic photoproduction pro- 
cesses. This follows from the fact that the main contribu- 
tion to photon-hadron scattering at low momentum 
transfer results from processes where the photon couples 
directly to virtual qO-states. Therefore, elastic and inelastic 
corrections to the Born amplitude implied by unitarity 
cannot be neglected. In order to take these corrections 
into account we use a two-channel eikonal model to 
approximate low and high mass diffraction [13]. In this 
scheme we can describe the essential features of photo- 
production while keeping the number of free parameters 
as small as possible. 

Using the assumptions of the Dual Parton Model, 
a detailed model of both elastic and inelastic photo- 
production processes is presented. Within this model, pro- 
cesses involving soft and hard interactions are considered. 
Furthermore, a self-consistent approximation giving effec- 
tive amplitudes for elastic and inelastic photoproduction 
cross sections is discussed. The free parameters of the 
model are determined by a fit to hadro- and photoproduc- 
tion data and predictions for the partial cross sections at 
HERA energies are given. In a forthcoming paper 1-14], 
these amplitudes will be used in a Monte-Carlo event 
generator to investigate the model predictions for multi- 
particle production. 

The outline of this paper is as follows. In Sect. 2 we 
discuss the resolved and direct interactions of photons 
with hadronic matter. In Sect. 3 we present a general 
phenomenological treatment of low and high mass diffrac- 
tion within the eikonal approximation. Based on the typi- 
cal interaction processes and the assumptions of the Dual 
Parton Model, we construct, in Sect. 4, an effective impact 
parameter amplitude to describe photoproduction. In 
Sect. 5 we determine the free parameters of the model by 
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(Regge asymptotics)

(Capella et al. PR 1994, Kaidalov et al.) 5

(´t Hooft, Veneziano, Witten, ...1974)



QCD parton model: minijets
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Conceptual problem: matching soft/hard
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Vector meson dominance model

Lifetime of hadronic 
fluctuation of real photon

tfluc � 1/�E �
2k⇥

M2 +Q2

e2

f 2
⇥
� 0.0036,

e2

f 2
⇤
� 0.00031,

e2

f 2
�
� 0.00055

Approximation (low energy):
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⇤h⇥X (s, t,q2, . . .) = ⌥
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Very successful at low Q2
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PHOJET: direct interactions of photons
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(i) Double resolved photon interactions, i.e. both photons fluctuate into hadronic
states which interact hadronically. Again, this contribution is subdivided into
soft and hard processes. The cross section for hard double-resolved photon in-
teractions !d!res,hard

!! is given by Eq. (3.1) with the substitutions A ! " and
B ! ". The soft pomeron and reggeon exchange cross sections are parametrized
in analogy to (3.11).

(ii) Single resolved photon interactions, i.e. one of the photons fluctuates into a
hadronic state whereas the other photon interacts directly with the partonic
constituents of this fluctuation. Considering pointlike interactions of the first
photon, the single-resolved photon cross section !s!res,2

!! is given by (3.12) with
the substitution B ! ".

(iii) Direct interactions, i.e. both photons interact as gauge bosons directly (see Fig. 3.2).
Here, we will restrict ourselves to the pair production of quarks and # leptons1.
The cross section is given by

!dir
!! (s, pcuto!

" ) =
!

dt̂
"

k

d!!,!#k,k̄(ŝ, t̂)

dt̂
!(p" " pcuto!

" ), (3.15)

where k denotes the quark flavor or the # lepton.

a) b)

Figure 3.3: Photon-photon cross sections of double-resolved, single-resolved and direct
photon interactions: a) transverse momentum di!erential cross section at

#
s = 50

GeV, b) integrated cross sections with p" $ 3 GeV/c. The calculation was done with
Phojet using the leading order Glück-Reya-Vogt (GRV) photon PDFs [90].

1! leptons are included here since the ! decays with a branching ratio of about 15% into three or
more hadrons [89] giving an important background to the qq̄ process.

ISR parton shower does not
 always end at soft scale

LO, GRV parton densities
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Abstract. Single diffractive hadron-nucleus interactions 
are studied within the framework of the dual parton 
model. Introducing a diffractive component into the 
Monte-Carlo event generator DTUNUC we investigate 
particle production and the dependence of the diffractive 
cross section on the atomic number of the target nucleus. 
A comparison of the numerical results with recent experi- 
mental data is presented. We furthermore introduce had- 
ronic cross section fluctuations and discuss their influence 
on diffractive proton-nucleus cross sections. 

1 Introduction 

The dual patton model (DPM) (a recent review is given in 
[1]), a particular realization of tile Reggeon field-theory, 
describes all aspects of soft hadronic reactions in all kinds 
of high energy collisions. Using the Regge behaviour of 
patton structure functions, chain-fragmentation models, 
and the Glauber multiple scattering theory it gives a com- 
plete description of hadronic multiparticle production. It 
has been successfully applied to hadron-hadron, hadron- 
nucleus and heavy ion collisions. 

Early descriptions of diffractive processes within the 
DPM are due to Innocente et al. [2] and Ranft [3]. The 
two-component DPM [4-6] connects fundamental ideas 
of the dual topological unitarization (DTU) scheme [7] 
with perturbative QCD. It provides a systematic descrip- 
tion of diffractive hadron-hadron interactions [8]. There 
are two components of single diffractive processes: (i) 
a high mass component represented by the triple-Pom- 
eron graph (high mass single diffraction, HMSD) and (ii) 
low mass single diffractively excited states (low mass single 
diffraction, LMSD), described using a two channel 
eikonal model. A detailed description of single diffractive 
processes in hadron-hadron collisions within this model 

* Present address: University of Siegen, D-57012 Siegen, Germany 

and comparisons to data were given recently by Roesler 
et al. [8]. 

Using Monte Carlo realizations of the DPM it is 
possible to test the predictions given by the model com- 
paring them to experimental data. Single diffractive had- 
ron-hadron interactions have been implemented [8] into 
the DTUJET event generator [5, 6, 9, 10] describing par- 
ticle production in hadron-hadron collisions within the 
two-component DPM. The calculated single diffractive 
cross-sections were in good agreement with experimental 
data up to collider energies [8]. 

The Monte Carlo event generator DTUNUC [11-13] 
has been constructed to study hadron-nucleus and nu- 
cleus-nucleus collisions within the DPM. We will imple- 
ment a diffractive component in DTUNUC to study dif- 
fractive hardon-nucleus interactions in the present paper. 

Hadron-nucleus diffraction can be characterized as 
a noncoherent process based on interactions of the projec- 
tile hardon with single nucleons of the target nucleus and 
as the coherent diffraction of the projectile on the nucleus 
as a whole. Whereas the coherent process has been dis- 
cussed recently by Frankfurt et al. [-14] we are going to 
study here only the noncoherent diffraction within the 
DPM. 

We present an implementation of incoherent diffrac- 
tive hadron-nucleus interactions 
h + A ~ h + A *  

and 
h + A - - , h *  + A  

into DTUNUC and we compare the results to data on 
diffractive excitation of the target nuclei (Be, A1, W) in 
collisions with 450 GeV/c protons measured by the 
HELIOS-Collaboration [25]. These are the only data on 
diffractive hadron-nucleus interactions known to us at 
present. 

In Sect. 2 we summarize diffractive hadron-hadron 
collisions within the two-component DPM and present 
the implementation of diffractive hadron-nucleus pro- 
cesses within the DPM. In Sect. 3 we calculate single 
diffractive hadron-nucleus cross sections and compare the 
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High energy photoproduction off nuclear targets is studied within the Glauber-Gribov approximation. The
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the last years, the understanding of photon-hadron
interactions has considerably improved due to new experi-
mental data from photoproduction and low-x measurements
in ep collisions at the DESY ep collider HERA and due to
their interpretation in terms of QCD-inspired multiple-
interaction models @1#. Experimental evidence for the classi-
fication of photon interactions within the parton model into
direct and resolved interactions has been found @2–4#. Both
classes of processes show different features concerning cross
sections as well as multiparticle production @2,5,6#.
Within the QCD-improved parton model, in direct pro-

cesses the photon couples directly to a parton of the hadron,
whereas in resolved processes it enters the scattering process
as a hadronic quark-antiquark fluctuation. Resolved pro-
cesses are well described using the QCD-improved parton
model ~recent reviews are given in @7,8#! and the generalized
vector dominance model ~GVDM! ~see for example @9,10#
and references therein!. Because of relatively large lifetimes,
the qq states may develop properties of ordinary hadrons by
emitting and absorbing virtual partons. Therefore, the qq 
states can either interact with the hadron in soft scattering
processes ~the produced final-state particles have small trans-
verse momenta! or the partons of the qq system can partici-
pate in hard interactions with the partons of the hadron @11#.
In case of a hard interaction, and if the mass of the qq 
fluctuation is large in comparison to the perturbative QCD
scale LQCD , it is possible to calculate not only the hard
parton-parton scattering but also the splitting of the photon

into the qq pair perturbatively. These hard resolved interac-
tions of high-mass qq states are frequently called anomalous
photon interactions @12#.
Here, we want to study the implications of the above

mentioned experimental findings on direct and resolved pro-
cesses to the understanding of photon-nucleus collisions at
comparable or higher photon energies.
High energy photon-nucleus collisions have been studied

experimentally and theoretically by numerous groups ~for
recent reviews we refer to @13,14#!. It was found that they
bear a remarkable resemblance to hadron-nucleus interac-
tions. For instance, both show decreasing per-nucleon cross
sections with increasing nucleus mass number, an effect
which is known as ‘‘shadowing.’’ Again, the GVDM pro-
vides a natural interpretation of these photon-hadron simi-
larities @9,15#. Like in hadron-nucleus collisions, shadowing
in photon-nucleus collisions can then be described in the
framework of the Gribov-Glauber approximation @16–18#. It
relates the total photon-nucleus cross section to effective
qq -nucleon cross sections @14,19–22#. However, the appli-
cation of the Gribov-Glauber formalism to the multiple scat-
tering process of a qq state without further constraints is
only justified if the interaction length exceeds the nuclear
radius @23#. This is not the case for the above mentioned
direct processes since the photon interacts in such processes
with only one nucleon. As we will further argue below, at
high energies it might also be not the case for anomalous
photon interactions. In particular, we will consider the ex-
treme assumption that the interaction time is less than any
internucleon distance, i.e., that again only one target nucleon
is involved. For these reasons, in the following we call direct
and anomalous photon interactions pointlike processes. They
may lead to a suppression of the Glauber-multiple scattering
process, i.e., to a suppression of shadowing. It can be ex-
pected that this feature is most clearly pronounced in photon
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Abstract. The single diffractive component in hadron- 
hadron interactions is studied in the two-component Dual 
Parton Model. We distinguish high mass single diffraction 
represented by a triple-Pomeron exchange and low mass 
single diffraction described via a two channel eikonal 
method. The calculated single diffractive cross sections, 
and the distributions agree quite well with data from 
collider and fixed target experiments. The fit of the model 
parameters to cross section data gives a extrapolation of 
the total, elastic, and single diffractive cross sections to 
supercollider energies which depends on the parton struc- 
ture functions used for the minijet component. 

1 Introduction 

Soft multiparticle production is a known feature of had- 
ron-hadron collisions at high energies. The theoretical 
tools available at present are not sufficient to understand 
it from QCD. 

The Dual Parton Model (DPM) (a recent review is 
given in [1]) has been very successful describing soft 
reactions. High mass single diffraction dissociation in the 
DPM has been studied by Innocente et al. [2] and by 
Ranft [3]. The two-component DPM [4-7] connects 
fundamental ideas of the dual topological unitarization 
scheme [8] with perturbative QCD. It provides a success- 
ful quantitative description of experimental observations 
like rapidity plateaus and average transverse momenta 
rising with energy, KNO scaling violation and transverse 
momentum-multiplicity correlations. Within this model 
[5-7] single diffractive processes of hadrons hi and h 2 

hi +h2--*ha +h* 
are represented by a triple-Pomeron graph (high mass 
single diffraction) and a low mass component introduced 
via a two channel eikonal formalism (low mass single 
diffraction). Furthermore both hadrons can be treated as 
diffractively excited (double diffraction). In the present 
paper we will present the implementation of low and high 

mass diffractive events in the DPM Monte Carlo event 
generator DTUJET [9] and test the model comparing to 
collider-[10-12] and fixed target-J13-15] data. A sum- 
mary of the main theoretical ideas underlying the descrip- 
tion of single diffractive reactions in the DPM is given in 
Sect. 2. We will discuss a fit of the free parameters to 
experimental data on total and diffractive cross sections. 
The Monte Carlo implementation is described in Sect. 3. 
In Sects. 4 and 5 we compare to data and review the 
results. 

2 Single diffraction within the two component D P M  

2.1 Formulation of the model 

Diffractive processes have been studied experimentally in 
each new energy region accessible, because they are one of 
the main sources of information on the properties of 
strong interactions of hadrons at high energies. Various 
models of diffractive production mechanisms were dis- 
cussed by Kaidalov [16] and by Goulianos [17]. 

The 1/No-expansion introduced by 't Hooft [18] is one 
of the theoretical starting points of the DPM. The idea 
was to consider a generalized QCD with a SU(Nc) gauge 
group and Nf flavors of quarks. Fixing Nf and 92Nc 
't Hooft showed that for large Nc each Feynman graph 
can be characterized by a two-dimensional orientable 
surface. A resummation results in a 1/N~-expansion. 
Veneziano [19] pointed out, that it is more appropriate to 
fix 92N~ and Nc/N I which satisfies the unitarity-condition 
in each order of the topological expansion of the scatter- 
ing matrix. In addition to that there is a one-to-one 
correspondence between terms of the topological expan- 
sion and Regge-trajectories. Thus an interaction due to 
a Reggeon can be characterized by a planar amplitude, the 
cylinder topology of the next order corresponds to a Pom- 
eron. At high energies hadron-hadron interactions are 
dominated by Pomeron-exchange (Fig. l a). 

The soft input cross section in our unitarization 
scheme is described by the supercritical Pomeron par- 
ametrizing the soft input cross section of the unitarization 
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High energy multiparticle photoproduction off nuclear targets is studied. The photon is assumed to interact
in direct scattering processes or as a resolved q q state according to the generalized vector dominance model.
In the description of resolved interactions multiple soft and hard processes in each q q -nucleon interaction are
taken into consideration. The model, formulated within the framework of the two-component dual parton
model, is shown to agree with hadron production data from real and weakly virtual photon-nucleus interac-
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many features of high energy photoproduction off had-
rons are well understood within the QCD-improved parton
model: the photon may couple directly to a parton of the
hadron ~direct processes! or it may enter the scattering pro-
cess as a hadronic fluctuation ~resolved processes! ~recent
reviews are given in @1,2#!. Since the lifetimes of these had-
ronic fluctuations are typically long enough to develop prop-
erties of ordinary hadrons they can interact in soft and hard
resolved processes @3,4#. The classification into direct and
resolved photon interactions has been confirmed by many
experiments @5–7#. Moreover, it has been shown that both
classes of processes exhibit different properties concerning
multiparticle production @3–5,8,9#. Here, we extend a previ-
ous study of photon-nucleus cross sections and their high
energy shadowing behavior @10# to particle production. This
is done by applying the two-component dual parton model
~DPM! @11–15# to photoproduction off nuclei.
The two-component DPM is based on the DPM describ-

ing soft particle production ~for a review see @16#! and treats
high-p' processes using lowest order perturbative QCD.
This model has been proven to be very reliable in describing
the main features of hadron-hadron @12,13#, photon-hadron
@14,15#, photon-photon @15#, hadron-nucleus @17#, and
nucleus-nucleus collisions @17#. Here, the two-component
DPM is applied to photon-nucleus collisions for the first
time. The two channels which are of particular importance as

a basis for our present study are hadron-nucleus and photon-
hadron collisions.
In hadron-nucleus collisions the multiple interaction pro-

cess of the hadron with target nucleons which explains the
‘‘shadowing’’ effect is understood in the framework of the
Gribov-Glauber approximation @18–20#. The two-component
DPM incorporates the Gribov-Glauber approximation and
treats each hadron-nucleon interaction by Pomeron and
Reggeon exchanges. DTUNUC 2.0, a Monte Carlo ~MC! real-
ization of the two-component DPM for hadron-nucleus and
nucleus-nucleus collisions, includes the Glauber formalism
@21#, the PHOJET model @14,15# for each hadron-nucleon or
nucleon-nucleon collision, a formation zone intranuclear cas-
cade model, and models for spectator deexcitation and disin-
tegration @22,23#. As it will be shown further below, results
on particle production in hadron-nucleus collisions obtained
with DTUNUC 2.0 are in good agreement with data.
The description of photon-hadron interactions within the

two-component DPM takes the above mentioned dual nature
of the photon into consideration. In analogy to hadron-
hadron interactions, the resolved photon interactions are de-
scribed in terms of multiple soft and hard Pomeron and soft
Reggeon exchanges. Parton jet and minijet production in re-
solved processes as well as direct processes are calculated in
lowest order perturbative QCD. The MC realization PHOJET
has been compared in several applications to photoproduc-
tion data from the DESY ep collider HERA and a reasonable
agreement was found @8,24,25#.
Using all informations from hadron-nucleus and photon-

hadron collisions it can be expected that the two-component
DPM also gives a reasonable description of multiparticle
photoproduction off nuclei up to very high energies. Such a
model might be useful for the study of general properties of
photon-nucleus interactions as well as for the calculation of
theoretical predictions ~for example at HERA energies!, cos-
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I. INTRODUCTION

The theoretical tools available at present are not sufficient to
understand hadronic collisions at high energies from quantum
chromodynamics (QCD) alone. Phenomenological models of
so-called soft multiparticle production are typically applied in
addition to perturbative QCD. The dual parton model (DPM)
[1] is such a phenomenological model. It is quite successful
in presenting many details in the multiparticle production. Its
fundamental ideas are presently the basis of many of the Monte
Carlo implementations of soft interactions.

The properties of our DPM implementation DPMJET-III are
described in Refs. [2–6]. For a more detailed description of
DPMJET-III we refer to these articles and the literature quoted
therein.

A feature of hadron production in nuclear collisions
discussed in the past 10 years is the large stopping of the
participating nucleons in hadron-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus
collisions. Experimental data were presented in Refs. [7–9]
and [10] that clearly demonstrate the sizable stopping of the
participating nucleons in hadron-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus
interactions for fixed-target experiments.

Multistring fragmentation models like DPM or similar
models contain some stopping, but in their original form they
did not account for the enhanced stopping found in nuclear
collisions. Therefore, to incorporate the effect into multistring
fragmentation models new diquark breaking DPM diagrams
acting in hadron-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus collisions were
proposed by Refs. [11] and [12] and investigated in detail in
Refs. [13] and [14]. Similar ideas were discussed by Refs. [15]
and [16]. The Monte Carlo implementation into DPMJET-II.5 of
the new diquark breaking diagrams of Refs. [11] and [12] was
discussed in Ref. [17]. The implementation into DPMJET-III [6]

*bopp@physik.uni-siegen.de
†Johannes.Ranft@cern.ch
‡Ralph.Engel@ik.fzk.de
§Stefan.Roesler@cern.ch

of these diagrams differs somewhat from that of Ref. [17] and
was described in Refs. [18,19].

A second mechanism, which can contribute to baryon stop-
ping in nuclear collisions occurs during the fusion of chains
[20,21]. This mechanism was introduced into DPMJET-III
to accommodate the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC)
data [22,23]. We will use chain fusion here exactly as described
in these articles.

Particle production ratios in p-p and d-Au collisions
measured at RHIC [24–27] allow a more precise determination
of the parameters of anomalous baryon stopping. The needed
stopping contribution is described in Sec. II. Sections III and
IV consider the available data on stopping for proton-proton
and deuteron-gold reactions.

In Sec. V we consider hyperon productions ratios in pion-
proton collisions. One aspect of these data again require a
minor adjustment.

II. IMPLEMENTATION OF NEW DIAGRAMS FOR AN
IMPROVED DESCRIPTION OF BARYON STOPPING

As justified by Rossi and Veneziano [28] in the framework
of a 1/N expansion a baryon can be pictured as made of
three quarks bound together by three strings that join in a so-
called string junction point. In diagrams one can characterize
the baryons (i) by the three quarks and the string junction or
(ii) by a quark and a diquark. In the second case the string
junction always goes with the diquark.

Figures 1–4 are quark line diagrams describing the produc-
tion chains of particles. In these diagrams quarks and diquarks
are usually plotted as single respectively paired solid lines. If
diquarks break, string junctions are added as dashed lines.

In the fragmentation of diquarks for the first fragmentation
step usually two possibilities are considered. Either one gets a
baryon, which contains the diquark (with the string junction),
or one gets a meson containing only one of the valence quarks.
In this case the string junction migrates to the next step. This

0556-2813/2008/77(1)/014904(9) 014904-1 ©2008 The American Physical Society



DPMJET: Glauber model of nuclear collisions
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Generalized vector dominance model (GVDM)

�M M�

N N

�
• Sum over all hadronic states
• Non-diagonal terms
• Many parameters (assumptions needed)

scattering processes off heavy nuclei and at high energies,

where the cross section of the pointlike photon-nucleon in-

teraction becomes sizable as compared to the total photon-

nucleon cross section.

The intention of the present paper is twofold: calculating

cross sections of photon-nucleus interactions, we ⇧i✓ investi-
gate the influence of pointlike processes on the shadowing

behavior at high energies, and ⇧ii✓ provide the basis for a
study of particle production in photon-nucleus collisions

⇤24⇥. In Sec. II we consider photon-nucleon collisions and
derive total cross sections for qq̄-nucleon interactions. In

Sec. III pointlike photon interactions are discussed and their

contribution to the total photon-nucleon cross section is es-

timated. In Sec. IV we calculate photon-nucleus cross sec-

tions and the shadowing behavior. Both are compared to data

on photoproduction and deep inelastic scattering ⇧DIS✓ off
nuclei and extrapolations to high energies are given. Finally,

in Sec. V we summarize our results.

II. TOTAL PHOTON-NUCLEON CROSS SECTIONS

Throughout this paper we consider the photon-nucleon

scattering process in the laboratory frame ⇧nucleon rest

frame✓ using the following kinematical variables. The

Bjorken-x variable is defined as x⇧Q2/2m� denoting with
Q2, � , and m the photon virtuality, the photon energy, and

the nucleon mass, respectively. The squared total energy of

the photon-nucleon system is given by

s⇧Q2(1⌃x)/x⇥m2. We restrict our discussions to small x

values (x⇤0.1) and to the limit s�Q2.

Within the diagonal GVDM ⇤9,10⇥ it is assumed that the
virtual photon fluctuates into intermediate qq̄ states V of

mass M which subsequently may interact with the nucleon

N . This fact can be expressed by a spectral relation of the

form ⇤15,14,25⇥
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where we sum up the squared quark charges of all quark

flavors being energetically accessible. ⌃ is the ratio between
the fluxes of longitudinally and transversally polarized pho-

tons. ⌘VN denotes the effective cross section for the interac-
tion of a qq̄ system with mass M with a nucleon.

Considering low-Q2 ��p scattering only, a detailed model

for the M 2 and Q2 dependence of ⌘VN is not needed. At high
collision energies, the average lifetime of the hadronic qq̄

fluctuation t f◆2�/(M
2⇥Q2) is almost always larger than

the typical hadronic interaction time t int ⇧for nucleons

t int◆rN⌅1 fm✓. However, in photon-nucleus collisions the
M 2 and Q2 dependence of ⌘VN might be important since the
coherence length d◆t f of the hadronic fluctuation can be-
come comparable to or smaller than the nuclear radius or the

nuclear mean free path ⇤⌅1/(n⌘VN), with n being the num-
ber of nucleons per unit volume⇥ ⇤15⇥. Therefore, in the fol-
lowing we are going to estimate the ⇧purely theoretical✓
quantity ⌘VN using Eq. ⇧1✓ and a parametrization for the
experimentally measurable cross section ⌘��N .

With increasing mass M of the qq̄ system the virtuality of

the q and q̄ of the system increases. As a consequence, the

transverse size of the hadronic fluctuation and, hence, ⌘VN
decreases like 1/M 2 at large M 2 ⇤15,22⇥. Following Ref. ⇤15⇥
we approximate this effect parametrizing ⌘VN as
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Here, C is a model-dependent parameter ⇤15⇥ and taken to be
C2⇧2 GeV2. With Eq. ⇧3✓ the M 2 dependence of the inte-

grand in Eq. ⇧1✓ is explicitly known and the integration over
M 2 between M 0

2⇧4m⇣
2 and M 1

2⇧s can be performed. The

lower integration limit corresponds to the kinematical thresh-

old. Alternatively, the contributions from the low mass vec-

tor mesons ⌦0, � , and � could be added as separate terms to
the continuum ⇤Eq. ⇧1✓⇥, in this case starting the integration
at m�

2 ⇤14,26⇥. However, this has been omitted for simplicity.
The upper limit, here formally taken to be s , has practically

no influence on the results at low and moderate Q2 since

high M 2 values are suppressed. The only quantity on the

right hand side ⇧RHS✓ of Eqs. ⇧1✓ and ⇧3✓ which is unknown
so far is ⌘̃VN . Using a parametrization for ⌘��N , the M

2

independent part of Eq. ⇧3✓, ⌘̃VN , can be calculated for each
value of s and Q2.

Applying the convention of Ref. ⇤27⇥, the cross section
for the scattering of virtual photons off nucleons ⌘��N can be

written as
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Since in the present paper we want to study cross sections

and shadowing in the Q2 region of both, photoproduction

and DIS, we use the model of Capella, Kaidalov, Merino,

and Trân Thanh Vân ⇤28⇥ ⇧CKMT✓ for the structure function
F2
N which provides a simple analytical parametrization valid

for 0 Q2⌥5 GeV2. The nucleon structure function is de-

rived from Regge arguments taking rescattering effects into
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where the cross section of the pointlike photon-nucleon in-

teraction becomes sizable as compared to the total photon-

nucleon cross section.

The intention of the present paper is twofold: calculating

cross sections of photon-nucleus interactions, we ⇧i✓ investi-
gate the influence of pointlike processes on the shadowing

behavior at high energies, and ⇧ii✓ provide the basis for a
study of particle production in photon-nucleus collisions

⇤24⇥. In Sec. II we consider photon-nucleon collisions and
derive total cross sections for qq̄-nucleon interactions. In

Sec. III pointlike photon interactions are discussed and their

contribution to the total photon-nucleon cross section is es-

timated. In Sec. IV we calculate photon-nucleus cross sec-

tions and the shadowing behavior. Both are compared to data

on photoproduction and deep inelastic scattering ⇧DIS✓ off
nuclei and extrapolations to high energies are given. Finally,

in Sec. V we summarize our results.

II. TOTAL PHOTON-NUCLEON CROSS SECTIONS

Throughout this paper we consider the photon-nucleon

scattering process in the laboratory frame ⇧nucleon rest

frame✓ using the following kinematical variables. The

Bjorken-x variable is defined as x⇧Q2/2m� denoting with
Q2, � , and m the photon virtuality, the photon energy, and

the nucleon mass, respectively. The squared total energy of

the photon-nucleon system is given by

s⇧Q2(1⌃x)/x⇥m2. We restrict our discussions to small x

values (x⇤0.1) and to the limit s�Q2.

Within the diagonal GVDM ⇤9,10⇥ it is assumed that the
virtual photon fluctuates into intermediate qq̄ states V of

mass M which subsequently may interact with the nucleon

N . This fact can be expressed by a spectral relation of the

form ⇤15,14,25⇥
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where we sum up the squared quark charges of all quark

flavors being energetically accessible. ⌃ is the ratio between
the fluxes of longitudinally and transversally polarized pho-

tons. ⌘VN denotes the effective cross section for the interac-
tion of a qq̄ system with mass M with a nucleon.

Considering low-Q2 ��p scattering only, a detailed model

for the M 2 and Q2 dependence of ⌘VN is not needed. At high
collision energies, the average lifetime of the hadronic qq̄

fluctuation t f◆2�/(M
2⇥Q2) is almost always larger than

the typical hadronic interaction time t int ⇧for nucleons

t int◆rN⌅1 fm✓. However, in photon-nucleus collisions the
M 2 and Q2 dependence of ⌘VN might be important since the
coherence length d◆t f of the hadronic fluctuation can be-
come comparable to or smaller than the nuclear radius or the

nuclear mean free path ⇤⌅1/(n⌘VN), with n being the num-
ber of nucleons per unit volume⇥ ⇤15⇥. Therefore, in the fol-
lowing we are going to estimate the ⇧purely theoretical✓
quantity ⌘VN using Eq. ⇧1✓ and a parametrization for the
experimentally measurable cross section ⌘��N .

With increasing mass M of the qq̄ system the virtuality of

the q and q̄ of the system increases. As a consequence, the

transverse size of the hadronic fluctuation and, hence, ⌘VN
decreases like 1/M 2 at large M 2 ⇤15,22⇥. Following Ref. ⇤15⇥
we approximate this effect parametrizing ⌘VN as
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Here, C is a model-dependent parameter ⇤15⇥ and taken to be
C2⇧2 GeV2. With Eq. ⇧3✓ the M 2 dependence of the inte-

grand in Eq. ⇧1✓ is explicitly known and the integration over
M 2 between M 0

2⇧4m⇣
2 and M 1

2⇧s can be performed. The

lower integration limit corresponds to the kinematical thresh-

old. Alternatively, the contributions from the low mass vec-

tor mesons ⌦0, � , and � could be added as separate terms to
the continuum ⇤Eq. ⇧1✓⇥, in this case starting the integration
at m�

2 ⇤14,26⇥. However, this has been omitted for simplicity.
The upper limit, here formally taken to be s , has practically

no influence on the results at low and moderate Q2 since

high M 2 values are suppressed. The only quantity on the

right hand side ⇧RHS✓ of Eqs. ⇧1✓ and ⇧3✓ which is unknown
so far is ⌘̃VN . Using a parametrization for ⌘��N , the M

2

independent part of Eq. ⇧3✓, ⌘̃VN , can be calculated for each
value of s and Q2.

Applying the convention of Ref. ⇤27⇥, the cross section
for the scattering of virtual photons off nucleons ⌘��N can be

written as
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Since in the present paper we want to study cross sections

and shadowing in the Q2 region of both, photoproduction

and DIS, we use the model of Capella, Kaidalov, Merino,

and Trân Thanh Vân ⇤28⇥ ⇧CKMT✓ for the structure function
F2
N which provides a simple analytical parametrization valid

for 0 Q2⌥5 GeV2. The nucleon structure function is de-

rived from Regge arguments taking rescattering effects into

account:
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scattering processes off heavy nuclei and at high energies,

where the cross section of the pointlike photon-nucleon in-

teraction becomes sizable as compared to the total photon-

nucleon cross section.

The intention of the present paper is twofold: calculating

cross sections of photon-nucleus interactions, we ⇧i✓ investi-
gate the influence of pointlike processes on the shadowing

behavior at high energies, and ⇧ii✓ provide the basis for a
study of particle production in photon-nucleus collisions

⇤24⇥. In Sec. II we consider photon-nucleon collisions and
derive total cross sections for qq̄-nucleon interactions. In

Sec. III pointlike photon interactions are discussed and their

contribution to the total photon-nucleon cross section is es-

timated. In Sec. IV we calculate photon-nucleus cross sec-

tions and the shadowing behavior. Both are compared to data

on photoproduction and deep inelastic scattering ⇧DIS✓ off
nuclei and extrapolations to high energies are given. Finally,

in Sec. V we summarize our results.

II. TOTAL PHOTON-NUCLEON CROSS SECTIONS

Throughout this paper we consider the photon-nucleon

scattering process in the laboratory frame ⇧nucleon rest

frame✓ using the following kinematical variables. The

Bjorken-x variable is defined as x⇧Q2/2m� denoting with
Q2, � , and m the photon virtuality, the photon energy, and

the nucleon mass, respectively. The squared total energy of

the photon-nucleon system is given by

s⇧Q2(1⌃x)/x⇥m2. We restrict our discussions to small x

values (x⇤0.1) and to the limit s�Q2.

Within the diagonal GVDM ⇤9,10⇥ it is assumed that the
virtual photon fluctuates into intermediate qq̄ states V of

mass M which subsequently may interact with the nucleon

N . This fact can be expressed by a spectral relation of the

form ⇤15,14,25⇥
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where we sum up the squared quark charges of all quark

flavors being energetically accessible. ⌃ is the ratio between
the fluxes of longitudinally and transversally polarized pho-

tons. ⌘VN denotes the effective cross section for the interac-
tion of a qq̄ system with mass M with a nucleon.

Considering low-Q2 ��p scattering only, a detailed model

for the M 2 and Q2 dependence of ⌘VN is not needed. At high
collision energies, the average lifetime of the hadronic qq̄

fluctuation t f◆2�/(M
2⇥Q2) is almost always larger than

the typical hadronic interaction time t int ⇧for nucleons

t int◆rN⌅1 fm✓. However, in photon-nucleus collisions the
M 2 and Q2 dependence of ⌘VN might be important since the
coherence length d◆t f of the hadronic fluctuation can be-
come comparable to or smaller than the nuclear radius or the

nuclear mean free path ⇤⌅1/(n⌘VN), with n being the num-
ber of nucleons per unit volume⇥ ⇤15⇥. Therefore, in the fol-
lowing we are going to estimate the ⇧purely theoretical✓
quantity ⌘VN using Eq. ⇧1✓ and a parametrization for the
experimentally measurable cross section ⌘��N .

With increasing mass M of the qq̄ system the virtuality of

the q and q̄ of the system increases. As a consequence, the

transverse size of the hadronic fluctuation and, hence, ⌘VN
decreases like 1/M 2 at large M 2 ⇤15,22⇥. Following Ref. ⇤15⇥
we approximate this effect parametrizing ⌘VN as

⌘VN⇧s ,Q
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Here, C is a model-dependent parameter ⇤15⇥ and taken to be
C2⇧2 GeV2. With Eq. ⇧3✓ the M 2 dependence of the inte-

grand in Eq. ⇧1✓ is explicitly known and the integration over
M 2 between M 0

2⇧4m⇣
2 and M 1

2⇧s can be performed. The

lower integration limit corresponds to the kinematical thresh-

old. Alternatively, the contributions from the low mass vec-

tor mesons ⌦0, � , and � could be added as separate terms to
the continuum ⇤Eq. ⇧1✓⇥, in this case starting the integration
at m�

2 ⇤14,26⇥. However, this has been omitted for simplicity.
The upper limit, here formally taken to be s , has practically

no influence on the results at low and moderate Q2 since

high M 2 values are suppressed. The only quantity on the

right hand side ⇧RHS✓ of Eqs. ⇧1✓ and ⇧3✓ which is unknown
so far is ⌘̃VN . Using a parametrization for ⌘��N , the M

2

independent part of Eq. ⇧3✓, ⌘̃VN , can be calculated for each
value of s and Q2.

Applying the convention of Ref. ⇤27⇥, the cross section
for the scattering of virtual photons off nucleons ⌘��N can be

written as
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Since in the present paper we want to study cross sections

and shadowing in the Q2 region of both, photoproduction

and DIS, we use the model of Capella, Kaidalov, Merino,

and Trân Thanh Vân ⇤28⇥ ⇧CKMT✓ for the structure function
F2
N which provides a simple analytical parametrization valid

for 0 Q2⌥5 GeV2. The nucleon structure function is de-

rived from Regge arguments taking rescattering effects into

account:
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Neglecting off-diagonal transitions:

scattering processes off heavy nuclei and at high energies,

where the cross section of the pointlike photon-nucleon in-

teraction becomes sizable as compared to the total photon-

nucleon cross section.

The intention of the present paper is twofold: calculating

cross sections of photon-nucleus interactions, we ⇧i✓ investi-
gate the influence of pointlike processes on the shadowing

behavior at high energies, and ⇧ii✓ provide the basis for a
study of particle production in photon-nucleus collisions

⇤24⇥. In Sec. II we consider photon-nucleon collisions and
derive total cross sections for qq̄-nucleon interactions. In

Sec. III pointlike photon interactions are discussed and their

contribution to the total photon-nucleon cross section is es-

timated. In Sec. IV we calculate photon-nucleus cross sec-

tions and the shadowing behavior. Both are compared to data

on photoproduction and deep inelastic scattering ⇧DIS✓ off
nuclei and extrapolations to high energies are given. Finally,

in Sec. V we summarize our results.

II. TOTAL PHOTON-NUCLEON CROSS SECTIONS

Throughout this paper we consider the photon-nucleon

scattering process in the laboratory frame ⇧nucleon rest

frame✓ using the following kinematical variables. The

Bjorken-x variable is defined as x⇧Q2/2m� denoting with
Q2, � , and m the photon virtuality, the photon energy, and

the nucleon mass, respectively. The squared total energy of

the photon-nucleon system is given by

s⇧Q2(1⌃x)/x⇥m2. We restrict our discussions to small x

values (x⇤0.1) and to the limit s�Q2.

Within the diagonal GVDM ⇤9,10⇥ it is assumed that the
virtual photon fluctuates into intermediate qq̄ states V of

mass M which subsequently may interact with the nucleon

N . This fact can be expressed by a spectral relation of the

form ⇤15,14,25⇥
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where we sum up the squared quark charges of all quark

flavors being energetically accessible. ⌃ is the ratio between
the fluxes of longitudinally and transversally polarized pho-

tons. ⌘VN denotes the effective cross section for the interac-
tion of a qq̄ system with mass M with a nucleon.

Considering low-Q2 ��p scattering only, a detailed model

for the M 2 and Q2 dependence of ⌘VN is not needed. At high
collision energies, the average lifetime of the hadronic qq̄

fluctuation t f◆2�/(M
2⇥Q2) is almost always larger than

the typical hadronic interaction time t int ⇧for nucleons

t int◆rN⌅1 fm✓. However, in photon-nucleus collisions the
M 2 and Q2 dependence of ⌘VN might be important since the
coherence length d◆t f of the hadronic fluctuation can be-
come comparable to or smaller than the nuclear radius or the

nuclear mean free path ⇤⌅1/(n⌘VN), with n being the num-
ber of nucleons per unit volume⇥ ⇤15⇥. Therefore, in the fol-
lowing we are going to estimate the ⇧purely theoretical✓
quantity ⌘VN using Eq. ⇧1✓ and a parametrization for the
experimentally measurable cross section ⌘��N .

With increasing mass M of the qq̄ system the virtuality of

the q and q̄ of the system increases. As a consequence, the

transverse size of the hadronic fluctuation and, hence, ⌘VN
decreases like 1/M 2 at large M 2 ⇤15,22⇥. Following Ref. ⇤15⇥
we approximate this effect parametrizing ⌘VN as
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Here, C is a model-dependent parameter ⇤15⇥ and taken to be
C2⇧2 GeV2. With Eq. ⇧3✓ the M 2 dependence of the inte-

grand in Eq. ⇧1✓ is explicitly known and the integration over
M 2 between M 0

2⇧4m⇣
2 and M 1

2⇧s can be performed. The

lower integration limit corresponds to the kinematical thresh-

old. Alternatively, the contributions from the low mass vec-

tor mesons ⌦0, � , and � could be added as separate terms to
the continuum ⇤Eq. ⇧1✓⇥, in this case starting the integration
at m�

2 ⇤14,26⇥. However, this has been omitted for simplicity.
The upper limit, here formally taken to be s , has practically

no influence on the results at low and moderate Q2 since

high M 2 values are suppressed. The only quantity on the

right hand side ⇧RHS✓ of Eqs. ⇧1✓ and ⇧3✓ which is unknown
so far is ⌘̃VN . Using a parametrization for ⌘��N , the M

2

independent part of Eq. ⇧3✓, ⌘̃VN , can be calculated for each
value of s and Q2.

Applying the convention of Ref. ⇤27⇥, the cross section
for the scattering of virtual photons off nucleons ⌘��N can be

written as
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scription of photon-nucleon interactions is studied. There, we

argue that a model which should give a reasonable descrip-

tion of photoproduction off nuclei has to be able to describe

the main features of photon-proton interactions as well.

Since it was found by the H1 Collaboration ⇤5⇥ that the
PHOJET event generator provides a reasonable description of

⌥p photoproduction at 200 GeV c.m. energy using a trans-

verse momentum cutoff of 3 GeV/c we use this value con-

sistently for the calculation of cross sections and of particle

production in photon-proton and in photon-nucleus interac-

tions. It should be emphasized that using a much lower trans-

verse momentum cutoff, the strong parton virtuality ordering

assumed in the parton model expression ⌅8⇣ becomes ques-
tionable since very small x-values would enter this equation

⇤48⇥. The formalism presented here is only applicable for

photons with low Q2, i.e., Q2⇥4p�
2 . In Fig. 1 the calculated

cross sections for direct and anomalous photon interactions

on a proton target are shown. In addition we plot the results

from a calculation using the SaS-2D PDFs for the photon

⇤47⇥. The differences between the results obtained with the
two PDF parametrizations are small and do not change the

qualitative conclusions drawn from this investigation.

IV. PHOTON-NUCLEUS INTERACTIONS

A. Cross sections

The application of Eq. ⌅1⇣ to the scattering of a virtual
photon on a nuclear target of mass number A is straightfor-

ward ⌅see ⇤14⇥ and references therein⇣. In order to calculate
the total virtual photon-nucleus cross section ✏⌥�A , ✏VN has

to be replaced by the effective cross section ✏VA for the

interaction of a qq̄ system of mass M with a nucleus with
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final state wave functions ⌦A
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f of the nucleus. For the
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argue that a model which should give a reasonable descrip-

tion of photoproduction off nuclei has to be able to describe

the main features of photon-proton interactions as well.

Since it was found by the H1 Collaboration ⇤5⇥ that the
PHOJET event generator provides a reasonable description of

⌥p photoproduction at 200 GeV c.m. energy using a trans-

verse momentum cutoff of 3 GeV/c we use this value con-

sistently for the calculation of cross sections and of particle

production in photon-proton and in photon-nucleus interac-

tions. It should be emphasized that using a much lower trans-

verse momentum cutoff, the strong parton virtuality ordering

assumed in the parton model expression ⌅8⇣ becomes ques-
tionable since very small x-values would enter this equation

⇤48⇥. The formalism presented here is only applicable for

photons with low Q2, i.e., Q2⇥4p�
2 . In Fig. 1 the calculated

cross sections for direct and anomalous photon interactions

on a proton target are shown. In addition we plot the results

from a calculation using the SaS-2D PDFs for the photon

⇤47⇥. The differences between the results obtained with the
two PDF parametrizations are small and do not change the

qualitative conclusions drawn from this investigation.
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verse momentum cutoff, the strong parton virtuality ordering

assumed in the parton model expression ⌅8⇣ becomes ques-
tionable since very small x-values would enter this equation

⇤48⇥. The formalism presented here is only applicable for

photons with low Q2, i.e., Q2⇥4p�
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cross sections for direct and anomalous photon interactions

on a proton target are shown. In addition we plot the results

from a calculation using the SaS-2D PDFs for the photon
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NA22 European Hybrid Spectrometer data
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Multiplicity at low energy
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NA49 data (p-p and p-C, 158 GeV)
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Fixed-target hadron-nucleus data (i)
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Fixed-target hadron-nucleus data (ii)
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Fixed-target nucleus-nucleus data
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Comparison with collider measurements
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Comparison with collider measurements

22

452 A . Moraes et al.: P redict ion for minimum bias and t he underlying event at L H C energies

Table 4. P Y T H I A 6.214 t uned parameters for minimum bias
and t he underlying event

P Y T H I A 6.214 – t uned

ISU B : 11,12,13,28,53, Q C D 2! 2 par tonic scat tering
68,94,95,96 + non-di!ract ive + double di!ract ive

MS T P (51) = 7 C T E Q 5L – selected p.d.f. (default )
MS T P (81) = 1 mult iple interact ions (default )
MS T P (82) = 4 complex scenario

+ double G aussian mat ter dist ribu t ion
PA R P (82) = 1.8 ptmin parameter
PA R P (84) = 0.5 core radius: 50% of t he

hadronic radius
PA R P (89) = 1.0 energy scale ( TeV ) used

to calculate ptmin (default )
PA R P (90) = 0.16 power of t he energy dependence

of ptmin (default )

Fig. 20. C harged mult ipli-
city dist ribu t ions for NS D pp̄
collisions at a

"
s = 200 G eV ;

b 546 G eV ; c 900 G eV and
d 1.8 TeV . I t shows compar-
isons between P Y T H I A 6.214-
t uned, P Y T H I A 6.214-default ,
P H O J E T 1.12 predict ions, and
t he data

for the underlying event distributions displayed in Fig. 22a
and b, the combined !2 (!2UE/100 d.o.f.) is 22.7, 2.1 and
7.4, again for PYTHIA6.214-default and tuned, and PHO-
JET1.12, respectively (Table 5).
The description of both minimum bias and under-

lying event distributions is clearly improved by using
PYTHIA6.214-tuned compared to the predictions gen-
erated by the default settings. As already indicated in
comparisons presented in previous sections, PHOJET1.12
is also considerably more accurate in describing the data
than PYTHIA6.214-default.
The distributions in Figs. 20–22 and the combined !2

derived from both minimum bias and underlying event
distributions show that PYTHIA6.214-tuned and
PHOJET1.12 are compatible to the data. With !2min-bias =
8.2, PHOJET1.12 generates slightly better predictions for
minimum bias event distributions than PYTHIA6.214-

(Moares, Buttar, Dawson: EPJC50 (2007) 435)



Comparison with collider measurements

450 A. Moraes et al.: Prediction for minimum bias and the underlying event at LHC energies

duced in soft interactions which are particularly enhanced
by the lower values of PARP(82).
For events with Ptljet > 20 GeV, a rise in both !Nchg"

and !ptsum" is also observed when lower PARP(82) values
are used in the event generation. Though smaller than
the rise seen for events with low-pt leading jets, in the re-
gion of Ptljet > 20 GeV the rise of !Nchg" and !ptsum" is
more sensitive to the hard component of the underlying
event which stems from initial and final state radiation and
from a secondary hard scattering falling into the transverse
region [31].
Thus lowering ptmin , the rate of multiple parton inter-

actions increases causing the multiplicity and ptsum in the
underlying event to rise. However the rise is more accen-
tuated in softer than in harder parton interactions which
leads to the change in the shape of the distributions seen
in Fig. 17.
An interesting e!ect in the underlying event is observed

for the double Gaussian with di!erent core sizes as shown
in Fig. 18. It shows the average charged particle multipli-
city (Fig. 18a) and average pt sum (Fig. 18b) in the trans-
verse region, comparing PYTHIA6.214 – MSTP(82) = 4
with di!erent core sizes to the data. ptmin is set to the de-
fault value in all cases. For example, changing PARP(84)
from 0.2 to 0.5 reduces the plateau of !Nchg" by nearly
a factor of two, while a further increase in PARP(84) from
0.5 to 0.8 only reduces the plateau by # 15%. In terms of
!2/d.o.f., comparing PYTHIA 6.214 - MSTP(82)=4 with
PARP(84)=0.2, 0.5 and 0.8 to the data for !Nchg" one gets
!2/50 d.o.f. = 16.7, 0.7 and 2.2 respectively.
The explanation for the changes in the underlying event

due to di!erent core sizes is the same as already discussed
for minimum bias events. Jets are likely to be produced
when there is a core overlap in the hadronic collision.
Smaller and dense cores imply that events with a core
overlap have also a large overlap of less dense matter re-
gions which surround the core, and when overlapped gen-
erate high rates of soft interactions causing the higher
plateaus observed in both !Nchg" and !ptsum" distribu-
tions in Fig. 18. Larger cores also imply smaller soft sur-
rounding regions in the colliding hadrons, hence producing

Fig. 19. PHOJET1.12 pre-
dictions compared to CDF
data for: a average multipli-
city in the transverse region
and b average ptsum in the
transverse region

lower multiplicity and ptsum distributions in the underlying
event.
If increased to its maximum, the core radius in the dou-

ble Gaussian matter distribution will actually become the
hadronic radius, reproducing the single Gaussian distri-
bution. There is therefore a saturation point in the e!ect
obtained by increasing (or reducing) the core size which
can be seen in Fig. 18 when the variation in the underlying
event for PARP(84) going from 0.2 to 0.5 is larger than the
variation caused by changing PARP(84) from 0.5 to 0.8.

4.2 Describing the UE with PHOJET

As shown in the previous section, PHOJET1.12 with
its default options gives a fairly good description of the
charged multiplicity and dNch/d" distributions in min-
imum bias events. Here, we compare PHOJET1.12, again
with its default options, to the CDF data for charged jet
evolution and the underlying event [31].
Figure 19 shows PHOJET1.12 predictions compared to

data for: a averagemultiplicity in the transverse region and
b average ptsum in the transverse region.
The MC predictions agree reasonably well to the data

for the UE multiplicity distribution, as shown in Fig. 19a.
The !2/d.o.f. for the comparisons shown in Fig. 19a is
!2/50 d.o.f. = 5.3.
Although PHOJET1.12 predicts a multiplicity distri-

bution for the underlying event which agrees fairly well
with the data, the same cannot be said for the average
ptsum distribution (Fig. 19b). The measured !ptsum" distri-
bution is underestimated by PHOJET1.12 by # 20%, and
the comparison between MC and data gives a !2/50 d.o.f.
of 9.4.

4.3 UE vs. minimum bias

The CDF measurement shows that the underlying event
multiplicity forms a plateau for events with Ptljet ! 5 GeV
at !Nchg" # 2.3. Supposing that the transverse region in
events with Ptljet ! 5 GeV is uniform in azimuthal angle #,

(Moares, Buttar, Dawson: EPJC50 (2007) 435) 23



Photoproduction at HERA
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Photon-photon interactions at LEP

Figure 5: The curve is !!! = (2

3
P!

had
)2!nn, the predicted total cross section from Fit 2 for "" reactions, in

nb, vs.
!

s, the c.m.s. energy, in GeV. The open squares and circles are the experimental total cross sections
for OPAL and L3, respectively, unfolded using the PYTHIA Monte Carlo. The solid squares and circles are
the experimental total cross sections for OPAL and L3, respectively, unfolded using the PHOJET Monte
Carlo.

Figure 6: The curve is !!! = (2

3
P!

had
)2!nn, the predicted total cross section from Fit 2 for "" reactions,

in nb, vs.
!

s, the c.m.s. energy, in GeV. The squares and circles are the total cross sections for OPAL and
L3, respectively, unfolded using PHOJET, after they have been renormalized by the factors NOPAL = 0.929
and NL3 = 0.929 found in Fit 2 of Table 1.

– 11 –

(Block & Kang, Int.J.Mod.Phys.A20, 2005) 
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Figure 1: Diagram of a photon-photon scattering process
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DPMJET: photon-nucleus 
cross sections

The integrations over the r� j’s are performed by taking the
average of the integrand in Eqs. ⌅16⌦, ⌅17⌦ over a sufficiently
large number of nucleon coordinates sets sampled from the

density distribution �A .
At low energies the coherence length d may lead to a

suppression of shadowing which we take into account in the

calculation of the product over the A nucleons for a fixed

spatial nucleon configuration ⇥Eqs. ⌅16⌦, ⌅17⌦�. In the non-
shadowing limit, i.e., if d is smaller than any internucleon

distance, we obtain a sum over ⇧(b� i) and, therefore,

 VA⇤A VN .

As discussed initially, in direct photon interactions the

Glauber multiple scattering process is, per definition, com-

pletely suppressed since the photon couples directly to a par-

ton in a nucleon without leaving any remnant. In contrast,

the assumption that also in anomalous photon interactions

the Glauber cascade is reduced to one qq̄-nucleon scattering

can only be considered as an extreme case. In general, there

is a leading-twist soft contribution to hard processes which,

as discussed in ⇥52�, might influence the shadowing behavior
even for large values of M 2. However, our assumption to

neglect all shadowing contributions in direct and anomalous

interactions is justified since we are interested in estimating

the maximum possible effect of the pointlike interactions on

the shadowing behavior at high energies. It is obvious how

the pointlike processes have to be taken into account in Eq.

⌅13⌦:  VN has to be replaced by (1�⌃) VN and A• ⌥�N

pl
is

added explicitly to Eq. ⌅10⌦, with

FIG. 4. The dependence of the total cross sections for interac-

tions of real photons with carbon, copper, and lead on the photon

energy ⌅full lines⌦ is compared to measurements ⇥53–56�. The in-
fluence of the coherence length is indicated by dotted lines where

we show the cross sections as they would be obtained disregarding

the finite coherence length of the photon.

FIG. 5. Extrapolation of total cross sections for photoproduction

off carbon-, copper-, and lead-nuclei. �s is the photon-nucleon c.m.
energy. The pure GVDM prediction is shown by the dotted lines.

The cross sections taking the suppression of shadowing by pointlike

photon-nucleon interactions into consideration are given by solid

lines.

FIG. 6. Per-nucleon ratios of real photon-carbon ⌅a⌦, -copper
⌅b⌦, and -lead ⌅c⌦ cross sections to photon-nucleon cross sections are
shown together with measurements ⇥53–56�.
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In Fig. 4 we compare our results on �⌃A in the photopro-

duction limit (Q2⇤0) for carbon, copper, and lead targets
⌅solid lines to data ⇥53–56�. The agreement is reasonable
apart from the low energy region where our results for the

carbon target seem to show less shadowing than measured.

However, for ⌥⇤2–3 GeV the lower energy limit of the

applicability of the model is reached. In addition, we indicate

with dotted lines the cross sections which would be obtained

if one neglects the limited coherence length at low energies.

Whereas this effect is less significant for light targets, it is

responsible for the increase of the cross sections towards

lower energies observed in interactions of real photons with

copper and lead nuclei.

An extrapolation in energy of the real photon-nucleus

cross section is presented in Fig. 5, again, for the three target

nuclei carbon, copper, and lead. Here, the pointlike interac-

tions lead to a stronger increase of the cross sections above a

photon-nucleon c.m. energy of 100 GeV ⌅solid lines than it
would be obtained neglecting the suppression of the

Glauber-cascade by pointlike processes ⌅dotted lines .

B. Nuclear shadowing of photons

The ratio of the total photon-nucleus to the total photon-

nucleon cross section, which gives the effective number of

nucleons Aeff ‘‘seen’’ by the photon projectile, has been

measured in photoproduction experiments using carbon, cop-

per, and lead targets ⇥53–56�. We compare these data in the
form Aeff /A , frequently called ‘‘effective attenuation,’’ to

results of our calculations in Fig. 6⌅a –6⌅c . The agreement
is reasonable. However, there are considerable uncertainties

within the measurements as well as differences between the

results obtained in different experiments which make it dif-

ficult to draw further conclusions from this comparison.

In Fig. 7 the shadowing ratios �⌃�A /(A�⌃�N) for real

photons are extrapolated in energy up to a photon-nucleon

c.m. energy of 2 TeV. In order to study the influence of

pointlike processes to the high energy shadowing behavior

we plot the full model ⌅solid lines and the cross sections
obtained if the pointlike processes are not taken into consid-

eration ⌅dotted lines . From this comparison we conclude

that pointlike processes are responsible for a decrease of the

nuclear shadowing with increasing energy.

Let us now turn to lepton-nucleus interactions where the

shadowing region (x⇥0.1) has been investigated by the
E665 Collaboration using 470 GeV/c muons and by the New

Muon Collaboration ⌅NMC using 200 GeV muons. Within
our calculations the flux g of virtual photons is sampled ac-

cording to the equivalent photon approximation ⌅EPA 
folded with the Q2 dependent cross section �⌃�A ⇥Eq. ⌅10 ,
see also ⇥32� for details�

FIG. 7. As in Fig. 5 but for the shadowing ratios.

FIG. 8. The dependence of the per-nucleon ratios of photon-

carbon ⌅a , -calcium ⌅b , and -lead ⌅c cross sections to photon-
nucleon cross sections on the Bjorken-x is compared to data of the

E665- ⇥57� and NMC-Collaborations ⇥58,59�.
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Coherence length

Photoproduction cross section
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Inclusive photoproduction on nuclei

distributions of positively ⇥a⇧ and negatively charged hadrons
⇥b⇧ in the photon-nucleon c.m. frame to data ⌥48�. The com-
parisons are shown for three ranges of the photon-nucleon

c.m. energy W . Taking into account that the treatment of

high Q2 values in our model ⌥15� might be too simplified, the
description of the data by the model is satisfactory with the

exception of the production of positively charged particles in

the target fragmentation region of the muon-xenon interac-

tion ⇥Fig. 10a, y �3⇧. The peak in the calculated distribu-
tions clearly reflects the production of target associated par-

ticles by intranuclear cascade processes which are present in

the distributions if a momentum cut as low as 200 MeV/c in

the laboratory frame is applied to the results. The multiplic-

ity seen in the target fragmentation region depends strongly

on this cutoff. We assume that the differences might be due

to additional kinematic cuts applied to the data or due to

experimental uncertainties ⇥with respect to the momentum
cutoff⇧ for the following reasons: ⇥i⇧ the models for slow
particle production implemented in DTUNUC 2.0 are in good

agreement with data from hadron-nucleus as well as nucleus-

nucleus collisions ⌥22,23�, ⇥ii⇧ the dependence of shadowing
on the photon virtuality and energy is qualitatively under-

stood within our model and describes corresponding data of

the E665 Collaboration reasonably well ⌥10�, and ⇥iii⇧ the
rapidity distributions of negatively charged particles and of

positively charged particles outside the target fragmentation

region in muon-xenon interactions and of charged particles

in muon-deuterium interactions agree with E665 data.

Distributions of charged hadrons from muon-deuterium

and muon-xenon interactions at 490 GeV were measured as

function of z⇤E/� ⇥E and � being the secondary hadron
energy and the photon energy in the target rest frame, respec-

tively⇧ by Adams et al. ⌥50�. In Figs. 11a and 11b our results
on the z distributions are shown together with these data.

Both, model results and data, are restricted to the shadowing

region, i.e. to xBj⇥0.005 and Q
2⇥1 GeV2. We find a good

agreement in the whole z range.

Feynman-x distributions are usually studied in terms of

the one-particle inclusive variable F(xF) defined as

F⇥xF⇧⇤
1

⌅⇤A
tot

2E

⌃W

d⌅

dxF
, xF⇤

2p �

W
. ⇥10⇧

The quantities E , p � , and W⇤�s denote the energy and
longitudinal momentum in the photon-nucleon c.m. system,

and the photon-nucleon c.m. energy, respectively. The

Feynman-x distribution of positively and negatively charged

hadrons is given together with data ⌥51� in Fig. 11c for
muon-deuterium interactions at 147 GeV. Here, the photon

FIG. 10. As in Fig. 9, here for muon-xenon interactions.
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backward region which are strongly affected by target asso-

ciated particle production and, therefore, by the laboratory

momentum cut applied to the final state hadrons, are slightly

higher than the data whereas those in forward direction are

lower. Multiplicities averaged over all energies of the

photon-nucleus interaction are compared to the correspond-

ing experimental values in Table II.

3. Inclusive particle distributions

In Fig. 8 the model results for the pseudorapidity distri-

butions of shower particles from muon-emulsion interactions

at 150 GeV are compared to data again from measurements

by Hand et al. ⌥47�. The kinematic range of the experiment is
0.6⇥Q2⇥21 GeV2 and 2.5⇥W⌃16.5 GeV. The distribu-
tions shown for muon-emulsion interaction cover different

but overlapping W ranges: in ⇥a⌅ data and MC results are

plotted for 9⇥W⇥14 GeV and in ⇥b⌅ for W⇤10 GeV
(⌦Q2�⌅2.7 GeV2). Let us first compare the two data sets
which include 43 events in ⇥a⌅ and 47 events in ⇥b⌅ ⌥47�. One
obvious difference is the peak in the distribution in ⇥a⌅ at
⇤⌅1.25 which is not present in ⇥b⌅. The only energy range
which is not covered by the data in Fig. 8a as compared to 8b

is 9⇥W⇥10 GeV. Therefore, we assume that this peak is
due to statistical uncertainties within the experiment ⇥c.f.

also our discussion in Sec. III B 2⌅. Comparing the model
results to the data we note that agreement within the statis-

tical errors is obtained for ⇤⇤2. Disregarding the above
mentioned peak, at lower pseudorapidities we underestimate

the measured distributions slightly. Furthermore the com-

parison suggests that both, the measured and calculated dis-

tributions, agree in normalization ⇥i.e. in the average multi-
plicity of shower particles⌅ but the maximum of the

calculated distribution appears at somewhat higher pseudo-

rapidities than the measured one. In order to understand this

discrepancy we compare in Fig. 8a in addition results for

pion-emulsion interactions at 60 GeV to data ⌥49�. This en-
ergy corresponds to the average photon laboratory energy of

the distribution for the muon projectile in this figure. The

cuts on both data sample are similar: only events with at least

three heavy particles are considered and shower particles are

defined by their Lorentz- value as  ⇤0.7. Our results for
⇧�-emulsion interactions agree in shape and in position of

the maximum to the data. Therefore and with respect to con-

clusions from comparisons with data drawn further below we

attribute the discrepancy in the position of the maximum to

the statistical uncertainties of the experiment.

Turning again to muon-deuterium and muon-xenon inter-

actions at 490 GeV we compare in Figs. 9 and 10 rapidity

FIG. 9. Rapidity distributions of positive ⇥a⌅ and negative hadrons ⇥b⌅ from muon-deuterium interactions at 490 GeV are shown together
with data ⌥48� for different ranges of the virtual photon-nucleon c.m. energy W .
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xenondeuterium

(Roesler, RE, Ranft, PRD57, 1998)
490 GeV muon beam
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RHIC: nucleus-nucleus data
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again result in triplet–antitriplet chains. Exam-
ples for the fusion of two chains are:
(i)A q1 ! q̄2 plus a q3 ! q̄4 chain

become a q1q3 ! q̄2q̄4 chain.
(ii)A q1 ! q2q3 plus a q4 ! q̄2 chain

become a q1q4 ! q3 chain.
Examples for the fusion of three chain are:
(iii)A q3 ! q1q2, a q4 ! q̄1 plus a q̄3 ! q5 chain

become a q4 ! q2q5 chain.
(iv)A q4 ! q̄1, a q5 ! q̄3 plus a q̄5 ! q1 chain

become a q4 ! q̄3 chain.
The expected results of these transformations

are a decrease of the number of chains. Even if
the fused chains have a higher energy than the
original chains, the result will be a decrease of
the hadron multiplicity Nhadrons. In reaction (i)
we observe new diquark and anti–diquark chain
ends. In the fragmentation of these chains we
expect baryon–antibaryon production anywhere
in the rapidity region of the collision. Therefore,
(i) helps to shift the antibaryon to baryon ratio
of the model into the direction as observed in the
RHIC experiments.
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Figure 3. Pseudorapidity distributions of charged
hadrons in Au–Au collisions at

"
sNN= 130 GeV

for centralities 0–5 % up to 40–50 %. The points
(with rather small error bars ) are from the Dp-

mjet–III Monte Carlo with chain fusion as de-
scribed in the text. With two exceptions data
points are from the BRAHMS Collaboration [32].
The !=0.0 points displayed at !=0.25 are from
PHENIX [34] and the !=0.0 points displayed at
!=-0.25 are from PHOBOS [33].

4.1. d-Au collisions in Dpmjet-III

d-Au collisions are the first example where per-
colation with fusion of chains is found to be im-
portant. Pseudorapidity distribution of charged
hadrons produced in minimum bias

"
s = 200

GeV d–Au collisions were measured at RHIC by
the PHOBOS–Collaboration [35]. In Fig.4 we
compare the PHOBOS data to Dpmjet-III cal-
culations. Using Dpmjet-III without percolation
with fusion of chains we find the Dpmjet distri-
bution above the experimental data outside the
systematic errors. Using Dpmjet-III with fusion
of chains we find the Dpmjet distribution within
the systematic errors.
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ity values the systematic errors as estimated by
the experimental collaboration.

Several RHIC experiments (see for instance
[36]) find in d-Au collisions at large p! a nearly
perfect collision scaling for "0 production. (Colli-
sion scaling means RAA # 1.0. ) The RAA ratios

PHOBOS data: 
d-Au @ 200 GeV cms
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Several RHIC experiments (see for instance
[36]) find in d-Au collisions at large p! a nearly
perfect collision scaling for "0 production. (Colli-
sion scaling means RAA # 1.0. ) The RAA ratios
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(BRAHMS, PHENIX, PHOBOS)

DPMJET III with string fusion

(Bopp, Ranft, RE, Roesler, hep-ph/0403084) 28
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Figure 4: (Top) The total inelastic cross section predicted by various models, together with the
cross section with x > 5 ⇥ 10�6 using the event selection in the present study as well as the
visible cross section requiring at least 2, 3 and 4 tracks in the pT > 200 MeV/c and |h| < 2.4
range, from [9]. The measured and extrapolated values from the two methods are shown by
the red and black solid dots. (Middle) the same, but normalized by an overall factor for each
model and the measurements as well, such that the value is unity for the 4-track requirement.
(Bottom) the same, but normalized by an overall factor for each model and the measurements
as well, such that the value is unity for the x > 5 ⇥ 10�6 requirement.
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Figure 3: The inelastic cross-section versus
!
s. The ATLAS

measurement for ! > 5" 10!6 is shown as the red filled circle
and compared with the predictions of Schuler and Sjöstrand
and Phojet for the same phase space. Data (filled circles
for pp data and unfilled circles for pp̄ data) from several ex-
periments are compared with the predictions of the pp inelas-
tic cross-section from Schuler and Sjöstrand [27] (as used by
Pythia), by Block and Halzen [10] and by Achilli et al. [14].
An extrapolation from the measured range of ! > 5"10!6 to
the full inelastic cross-section using the acceptance of 87±10%
is also shown (blue filled triangle). The experimental uncer-
tainty is indicated by the error bar while the total (includ-
ing the extrapolation uncertainty) is represented by the blue
shaded area.

72 mb [12–14]. It should be stressed that this extrapo-
lation relies on the prediction of the !-dependence of the
cross-section.
The measurement and a variety of theoretical predic-

tions are also summarised in Table II.
In conclusion, a first measurement of the inelastic

cross-section has been presented for pp collisions at
!
s =

7 TeV with a precision of 3.5%. The measurement is lim-
ited to the kinematic range corresponding to the detector
acceptance: ! > 5" 10!6. Phenomenological predictions
for both a power law dependence and a logarithmic rise
of the cross-section with energy are consistent with the
measurement.
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Distributions in diffraction dissociation
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Fig. 3 Comparisons of uncorrected distributions between data and
MC models. (a)–(d) Total calorimeter cluster multiplicities NC for
events reconstructed with (a) 0 < !"F < 2, (b) 2 < !"F < 4,
(c) 4 < !"F < 6 and (d) 6 < !"F < 8. (e) Probability of detect-
ing significant calorimeter energy in the most central region |"| < 0.1
as a function of the highest transverse momentum max(pTrack

T ) of

the tracks reconstructed in the inner detector in the same |"| range.
The bin at zero corresponds to events where no charged track with
pT > 160 MeV is reconstructed. (f) Forward rapidity gap distribution
for pcut

T = 200 MeV. The final bin at !"F = 10 corresponds to cases
where no reconstructed particles have pT > pcut

T

(ATLAS, Eur. Phys. J. C 72 (2012) 1926)



Very forward pi0 production in p-p
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Figure 4: Comparison of the single photon energy spectra between the experimental data
and the MC predictions. Top panels show the spectra and the bottom panels show the
ratios of MC results to experimental data. Left (right) panel shows the results for the large
(small) rapidity range. Di!erent colors show the results from experimental data (black),
QGSJET II-03 (blue), DPMJET 3.04 (red), SIBYLL 2.1 (green), EPOS 1.99 (magenta)
and PYTHIA 8.145 (yellow). Error bars and gray shaded areas in each plot indicate the
experimental statistical and the systematic errors, respectively. The blue shaded area
indicates the statistical error of the MC data set using QGSJET II-03 as a representative
of the other models.
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(LHCf, Phys. Lett. B703 (2011) 128,
            Phys. Rev. D86 (2012) 092001)

9.2 indicate the pT threshold of the Arm2 detector owing to
the photon energy threshold and the geometrical accep-
tance. The pT threshold of the Arm1 detector occurs at a
higher value of pT than Arm2 due to its smaller accep-
tance. A general agreement between the Arm1 and Arm2
pT spectra within statistical and systematic uncertainties is
evident in Fig. 6.

Figure 7 presents the combined pT spectra of the Arm1
and Arm2 detectors (black dots). The 68% confidence
intervals incorporating the statistical and systematic un-
certainties are indicated by the shaded green rectangles.
The combined spectra below the pT threshold of Arm1 are
taken from the Arm2 spectra alone. Above the pT threshold
of Arm1, experimental pT spectra of the Arm1 and Arm2
detectors have been combined following the ‘‘pull
method’’ [44] and the combined spectra have accordingly
been obtained by minimizing the value of the chi-square
function defined as

!2 !
Xn

i!1

X2

a!1

0
@N

obs
a;i "1# Sa;i$ % Ncomb

"a;i

1
A

2

# !2
penalty; (7)

where the index i represents the pT bin number running
from 1 to n (the total number of pT bins), Nobs

a;i is the
number of events, and "a;i is the uncertainty of the

Arm-a analysis calculated by quadratically adding the
statistical uncertainty and the energy scale uncertainty
estimated by test beam data at SPS. The Sa;i denotes the
systematic correction to the number of events in the ith bin
of Arm-a:

Sa;i !
X6

j!1

fja;i"
j
a: (8)

The coefficient fja;i is the systematic shift of ith bin content
due to the jth systematic uncertainty term. The systematic
uncertainty is assumed fully uncorrelated between the
Arm1 and Arm2 detectors and consists of six uncertainties
related to energy scale owing to the invariant mass shift,
PID, beam center position, single-hit, position-dependent
correction, and contamination by multihit #0 events.
Coefficients "ja, which should follow a Gaussian distribu-
tion, can be varied to achieve the minimum !2 value in
each chi-square test, while they are constrained by the
penalty term

!2
penalty !

X6

j!1

"j"jArm1j2 # j"jArm2j2$: (9)

The#0 production rates for the combined data of LHCf are
summarized in Tables IV, V, VI, VII, VIII, and IX. Note
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FIG. 7 (color online). Combined pT spectra of the Arm1 and Arm2 detectors (black dots) and the total uncertainties (shaded
rectangles) compared with the predicted spectra by hadronic interaction models.
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LHC minum bias data: proton-lead multiplicity
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Pseudorapidity density in p–Pb collisions ALICE Collaboration

low pT by 50%. The uncertainty related to the trigger and event selection efficiency for NSD collisions
is estimated to be 3.1% using a small sample of events collected with the ZNA trigger with an offline
selection on the deposited energy corresponding to approximately 7 neutrons from the Pb remnant. The
value used for the threshold has been determined from DPMJET with associated nuclear fragment pro-
duction [39], and was chosen to suppress the contamination of the EM and SD interactions. In total, a
systematic uncertainty of about 3.8% is obtained by adding in quadrature all the contributions.

Fig. 1: Pseudorapidity density of charged particles measured in NSD p–Pb collisions at
p

sNN = 5.02 TeV
compared to theoretical predictions [3–7]. The calculations [4, 5] have been shifted to the laboratory system.

The resulting pseudorapidity density is presented in Fig. 1 for |hlab|< 2. A forward–backward asymme-
try between the proton and lead hemispheres is clearly visible. The measurement is compared to particle
production models [3–7] that describe similar measurements in other collision systems [9, 20–31]. The
two-component models [4, 6] combine perturbative QCD processes with soft interactions, and include
nuclear modification of the initial parton distributions. The saturation models [3, 5, 7] employ coher-
ence effects to reduce the number of soft gluons available for particle production below a given energy
scale. The calculations [3, 6, 7] at

p
sNN = 5.02 TeV were provided by the authors in the laboratory

4

Pseudorapidity density in p–Pb collisions ALICE Collaboration

Fig. 2: Charged-particle pseudorapidity density at midrapidity normalized to the number of participants for
p–Pb, p–Au and d–Au [8, 9] collisions as a function of

p
sNN, compared to NSD [10–16], and inelastic [17–

20] pp (pp) collisions, as well as central heavy-ion [20–31] collisions. The curves µ s0.11
NN and s0.15

NN (from [29])
are superimposed on the NSD pp (pp) and central heavy-ion data, respectively, while µ s0.10

NN (from [19]) on the
inelastic pp (pp) data.

nucleon cross section of 70± 5 mb. The latter is obtained by interpolating data at different centre-of-
mass energies [41] including measurements at 2.76 and 7 TeV [34, 42]. The number of participants for
minimum-bias events is found to be distributed with an average hNparti= 7.9 ± 0.6 and an r.m.s. width of
5.1. The uncertainty of 7.6% on hNparti is obtained by varying the parameters of the Glauber calculation
within the ranges mentioned above (as explained in Ref. [43]). Note that the number of participants
would increase by only 2.5% if normalized to NSD events in the Glauber calculation. Normalizing to
the number of participants gives (dNch/dhcms)/hNparti = 2.14 ± 0.17 (syst.). In Fig. 2, this value is
compared to measurements in p–Au and d–Au [8, 9] collisions, NSD [10–16], and inelastic [17–20]
pp (pp), as well as central heavy-ion [20–31] collisions, over a wide range of collision energies. The
(dNch/dhcms)/hNparti at

p
sNN = 5.02 TeV is found to be 16% lower than in NSD pp and consistent

6

String fusion key feature of
model to reproduce data

Important test still to be done:
centrality dependence



Towards new versions
of PHOJET/DPMJET !
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Pragmatic solution to allow extrapolation
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• Initially only developed 
for p-p interaction

• Now also used in p-A 
and A-A, but 
applicabilty unclear



Microscopic model for saturation scale
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Simple geometric criterion
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Saturation:
• parton wave functions overlap
• number of partons does not 

increase anymore at low x
• extrapolation to very high energy 

unclear

size of proton
Size of 
one gluon

number of 
gluonsString fusion vs. parton saturation



Ro

R ~ log(s)2

Smooth transition of soft/hard interactions

hard partons

soft partons

D~b · D~p? ⇠ 1

Low energy

High energy

A
soft

(s,~b) =
1

4pR2(s)
exp

(
�

~b2

4R2(s)

)

R2(s) = R2
0 +a0 lns
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